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A COLLECTIVE ACCELERATOR FOR ELECTRON COLLIDERS* 

R. J . Sriggs 
Lawrence Livaraore National Laboratory 

P. 0. Box MM, L-626 
Liveraorc, CA 94550 

Aba tract 

A recent concept for co l lec t ive acceleration and 
focusing of a high energy electron bunch i« d i s 
cussed,I in the context of ita possible 'applicability 
to large linear col l iders in the TEV range. The scheme 
can be considered to be a member of the general c lass 
of two-beaa accelerators, where a high current, low 
voltage bean produces the acceleration f i e lds for a ! 
tra i l ing high energy bunch. 

1. Introduction 

This concept for a co l l ec t ive electron accel
erator'- uses a low-energy, high-current "charging 
beaa" propagating in re lat ively low density gas in the 
so-called "ion focused regime"*""^ to generate a very 
thin unncutralized ion column. This ion coluam pro
vides a aediua for focusing and accelerating a second 
pulse of high energy electrons. The acceleration 
f i e lds are generated by rapid neutralization of the ion 
apace charge frost a laser-induced ionization "wave" 
moving a short distance behind the charging bean at the 
speed of l ight . 

The achievable paraaeters of the high energy 
electron beast pulse appear suitable for application to 
the l inear co l l ider concept. The desirable features of 
the present co l l ec t ive accelerator concept are: 

<a) The poss ib i l i ty of high acceleration 
gradient, hopefully an appreciable fraction of the 
radial space-charge f ie ld of the charging electron beam 
(60 I / a , of order 5-10 HeV per centimeter with Advanced 
Test Accelerator (ATA) technology).5 

(b) Strong radial focusing of the high energy 
t anv aaenets. ^ beaa without any aagnets. 

(c ) Ho requirement for accelerator structures 
with precise tolerances, or RF power sources. 

(d) Eliaination of eaittance growth froa 
transverse interactions with accelerator structures. 

Application of this approach to a linear 
co l l ider with useful luainosity wi l l l ike ly require rep 
rates of several hundred hertz or aore, and the advent 
of aagnetically-driven induction accelerators aakes 
this p r a c t i c a l . 6 Taken together, these f u t u r e s 
imply a very low projected capital cost for such an 
accelerator — i f i t actually nocks as indicated by the 
preliminary analysis . The efficiency of the accel
erator i s , of course, a crucial issue i - determining 
the practicabil i ty of co l l ider accelerator.? with regard 
to the e l ec t r i ca l power consuaption. The aaalysis i s 
s t i l l too priait ive at th is stage for anything beyond 
preliainary conjectures on the key issue of efficiency 

2. Acceleration Concept 

A schematic representation of the essential 
•laments are shown in Fig. I. A modest energy UV laser 
pulse with suff ic ient peak power to weakly ionixe the 
background gae in the tube (of order 10" 3 Torr for 
representative design parameters) can be used, i f 
desired, to sake a plasaa coluan that provides initiaL 
focusing for the Low energy charging beaa propagating 
down the tube. 7 Typical paraaeters of the low energy 

charging beam pulse would be similar'tfo the ATA beaa: 
10-15 kA, 50 HeV, 50 ns pulse length, and a normalized 
r . a . s . eaittanee of 0 .3^ rad-cm. 5 The charging beaa 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of accelerator concept showing 
essent ia l elements. 1 

generates further ionization by c o l l i s i o n s , and the! 
secondary electrons are expelled to the wall by the 
strong radial apace charge f i e l d . Aa the ion density 
builds up through the pulse, the beaa radius col lapses 
(and ion osc i l la t ions can contribute to further ioniza
t i o n ) . The appropriate choice of gas pressure for a 
given pulse length i s governed by the fractional 
neutralization at the beaa t a i l . 

* i r t a (1) 

with i£ and x s the line densities of the ion eoluan 
and electron beaa, reapectively. We want f, aa close 
to one aa possible, but there is a limit to f. set by 
our desire to have all the secondary electrons escape 
to the wall even at the end of the pulse. Liaits of 
0.4-0.5 are indicated by this requirement. j 

The charging beam radius at the pulse tail is of! 
order 1 mm or less for the ATA parameters given above,, 
•o the ion column reaches a density of several tiaaa 
10"/c.c. The charging bcaa aust be "preconditioned" 
to have a very fast (less than one nanosecond) fall 
time in current to "uncover" this ion coluan abruptly 
before ions can disperse radially. When this condition 
ia aatisfied, a positive radial field of order f. 
times the bean's space charge field will be generated 
by the ion coluan. The energy scored in the ion space 
charge potential coaea froa the charging beaa, of 
course, and the analysis given in Ref. 1 shows that the 
deceleration of the primary beaa electrons ia uniformly 
partitioned over the pulse length (when beaa ionization 
ia dominant). The electrostatic field energy per unit 
length left behind the charging beaa ia approximately 
f«/Z tiaes the energy loss rate (J/a) of the charging 
beaa, with the difference (l-f€/2) accounted for by 
the kinetic emargy of the plasma electrons striking the-
wall. I 

The high energy electron pulse follows the 
charging beam within a nanosecond or so; it is focused 
very strongly by the radial electric field of thia ion 
cloud. Am axial acceleration pulse keeping in step I 
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with tha" high" energy -eieoCrons' is'achieved byr'ereat'ing; 
a "plasma creation wave" Buying at the speed of l ight . 
Thia ionization wave i s sat up by a very short pulse 
laser (duration of order several 'picoseconds) that 
photoioaizee the gee surrounding the ion column. 

Determination of the optimal radial configure-. 
t ion for the photoionization plasma, including tha beam' 
loading e f f e c t s , has uoc yet been accomplished. A 
numerical simulation has bean formulated by Teague and 
Yu Co address this problem, and preliminary results are 
reported elsewhere in the conference proceedings. 8 

An analytic treatment of the f ie lds resulting from the . 
instantaneous creation of a uniform high density: 
plasma1 shows that peak axial accelerating f ie lds of | 
order 0.8 times Che peak radial f ie ld of the unncu- : 

cralizcd ion column are created at a time ir/2u p , for 
u-a/c ~ 1, where a - i s the electron plasma 
frequency of tha photoionication plasma. | 

The general features of the acceleration f ie lds 
produced by prompt laser phocoionization of tha gas 
surrounding the ion column can be estimated from the 
following equation, a direct consequence of Maxwell's 
equations with a dependence onT • t - Z/c and r; 

with n - ( u 0 / E 0 ) 1/2. As a simple example, con
sider a thin annulus of plasma with l ine density A s 

created at a radius r c > a. The inward acceleration 
of the plasma electrons creates an outward radial 
current, hence an axial e lectr ic f ie ld on axis of 

b 
* , • - i / V ( 3 ) 

o 

TiX e dr 
_ s e 
~ 2nr e(T) dt 

With ion column parameters l ike those c i ted above, the 
• plasma electrons would be quickly accelerated to radial 
v e l o c i t i e s of order c, hence as the electron ring 
approaches r c*~ a, an axial e lectr ic f ield approaching j 

- i ) e X c X . 

<V k — F T ^ E r i w 

peak i 
would be created, where E c£ is the (peak) radial 
electric field of the ion column and Xj • f eI b/ec ' 
is Che ion column iine density. The assumption that : 
the inward acceleration of the electron ring can be 
treated *t a rigid ring limits >, to i fraction of 
Xj, but E, fields of order E r£ arc achievable 
levels, baaed on this simple model. 

The duration of the axial accelerating electric 
field is of order a/e (it moves in a, of course, as> a • 
"wave-like" pulse at a velocity c, in synchronism with \ 
the picosecond laser creating the annular plasma j 
column). The current profile of the high energy beam . 
could, in principle, be "tailored" in T to produce a ' 
time-dependent radial electric field strong enough to . 
give a act deceleration of the plasma electrons (afcer 
chair initial acceleration by the ion column) in a 
manner that keeps E c = const, during the high energy 
pulse (r.(T) — exp (-at) would accomplish this in : 

tha the simple ring model). This strategy of optimum 
"beam loading" implies a lina danaity of tha high energy 
eewrgy beam exceeding X^ < 10 1 2/cm), over a pulse 
length of 1-2 mm, so bunches exceeding 10 1 1. particles. 

can be accelerated. Zf the plasma electrons arc decel
erated back to low velocities as they approach the ion 
column, we would have extracted a large fraction of the 
available electroacatic field energy of tte ion coltssn 
when Xs ~*i> This conclusion fallows from the 
observation thac Che final scacc ixoadiacely following 
the passage of the high energy beam would then cons is c 
of a neutralized electron-ion colunui on axis, and an 
unneutralized ion ring located at a radius r e(o) % b; 
the electrostatic field energy in this state is much 
.leaa than the initial scace, and little kinetic energy 
• ia left in the plasma electrons. This "ideal" uould be 
very difficult to achieve, of course, buc one could 
.atill hope for a reasonable efficiency of energy 
,conversion for chia phase of the process. 

A serious limitation with the thin annular ring 
is the diffraction of the laser beam; it would have to 
'be refocused and/or reinjected frequently down Che 
acceleration tube. Aa already rated, we have no con
clusions at this point on the mosc practical and/or 
deairable profile for the plasaa. 

3. Conceptual System 

In spite of the primitive state of analysis and 
experimental verification of the basic acceleration 
mechanism, it is worthwhile to cry to visualize the 
architecture of an overall system to see if it is coo-
patible with a high energy collider. In Fig. 2, we 
illustrate such an architecture. The induction accel
erator beam has its "tail" sharpened by a laser ioni
zation "kicker" before injection into the conducting 
accelerator tube ( — 1-2 centimeters in diaseter). The 
high energy bunch would be desired from a damping ring, 
aa in the SLC. The diffraction length of the laser 
pulse, and the "smearing" of the sharp tail on the 
charging electron beam, both limit a single stage of 
the accelerator to a few hundred meters ( —• several 
10's of a GeV at general MeV per centimeter gradient). 
The high energy beam would travel straight through the 
.at-ge connections, while the low energy beas would 
deviate to a tail resharpener and possibly reaccel-
eration. The laser would be refocused or reinjected 
with gain from a parallel path beam propagating 
alongside the accelerator tube (to keep the timing 
precision). 

Fig. 2 Conceptual System 

The charging beam will tend to center itself in 
the conducting tube through image forces, so the main 
alignment requirement ia on the picosecond laser with 
the tube (order of one microradian jitter ia one 
stage). The timing of the picosecond laser with the 
high energy electron bunch muse be done to within a 
picosecond or so, less than the plasma electron 
"implosion" time. Some axial turning of plasma 
frequencies, etc., might be passible by controlling Che 
gaa pressure profile. 
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